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"First they ignore you,
then they laugh at you,
then they fight you,
then you win.”
Mahatma Gandhi
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To R e b e l . . . N o t To Pa r t y
There is an increasing number of
participants within Occupy LA
who bring a festive approach
with their support for the Occupy
Wall Street movement. However
their fun activities have created
discussion amongst occupiers.
One stated she believed we are
here “to rebel. Not to party.”
To rebel or not to party that is the
question.
This occupation is a celebration,
a party of sorts. And it also is a
peaceful civil rebellion
orchestrated by a diverse group
of people from diverse sets of
backgrounds who are now
realizing the power the 99% have
against the 1% who bear virtually
all the responsibility for the
injustice and economic
inequality which falls upon our
families. It is a peaceful civil
rebellion in the vein of King and
Gandhi. How can the two co-exit?

”

Planning? Within one gathering yesterday there was a discussion
about planning for the growth of the camp and “placement of tents”
within. It was said there needs to be ways to ease the movement
around tents and to “centrally” share essential amenities, etc. A
request of drummers to stop at specific times at night was
presented for thought as well.
This is Not Burning Man” a sign up over the weekend stated. No
this is not Burning which is a desert occurance that began 25 years
ago and based in part on the elimination of idealogical puritism.
Occupy LA has
similarities but it is
not Burning Man.
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Occupy LA is a unique
gathering in
conjunction with
Occupy Wall Street.
Both are seeking
truth wherever it
leads us because the
truth will set us free.
Occupy Los Angeles News
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M o o n
ACTION ALERT NOTICE
Signs and banners at the freeway overpass at rush
hour (and really any other time...) at Broadway
& Aliso. OcccupyLosAngeles.org

P h a s e s

O c t o b e r

2 5 - 2 9

GENERAL ASSEMBLY MEETINGS
LOS ANGELES CITY HALL NIGHTLY 730PM

Repeats everyday 6am until Mon Oct 31 2011
NOTE: BANNERS MAY NOT BE HUNG OVER THE
RAILING; ALL SIGNS AND BANNERS MUST BE
HELD OVER AND BEHIND THE RAIL.
Editors Note: Sue Basko, a California lawyer, has provided
Occupy LA with legal expertise and she said recently on
OccupyLosAngeles.org that she has “been (and always will
be) on doing things legally and peacefully.” She went on,
“FIRST, it is absolutely always illegal in the state of
California to engage in any sort of a protest on a
freeway overpass or near a freeway or near an on or off
ramp or near a bridge. Why is this so? And why is it
moreso in Los Angeles? Because a permit is required for
any protest that may affect traffic. And a permit will never
be given to be near a freeway or highway.” Protesters
should be careful if you are sharing your message with
our freeway friends.
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